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AB ST RA CT
Aim: To find the relation between soft drinks or aerated drinks that causes sensitivity.
Background: Soft drinks contain a lot of sugar. The decay of the sugar particles in the soft
drink causes sensitivity first and then in further stages the erosion of enamel and tooth
decay can also take place. Over time, a hole develops which is called a cavity. The sugars
in the soft drinks interact with bacteria in the mouth to form acid. This acid attacks the
teeth. Both regular and sugar-free sodas also contain their own acids, and these attack the
teeth too. Soft drinks have phosphoric acid and citric acid, which wear away the enamel of
the tooth and can cause sensitivity.
Reason: To create awareness among the public about the hazards of soft drinks.
Results: According to the survey taken most of the people are aware that soft drinks are
harmful to them and it also causes tooth sensitivity due to the erosion of enamel.
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INTRODUCTION
A soft drink (see terminology for other names) is a drink that
typically contains carbonated water, a sweetener, and a
natural or artificial flavoring. The sweetener may be sugar,
high-fructose corn syrup, fruit juice, sugar substitutes (in the
case of diet drinks), or some combination of these. Soft drinks
may also contain caffeine, colorings, preservatives, and other
ingredients. Soft drinks are called "soft" in contrast to "hard
drinks" (alcoholic beverages). Small amounts of alcohol may
be present in a soft drink, but the alcohol content must be less
than 0.5% of the total volume [1][2] if the drink is to be
considered non-alcoholic.[3] Fruit punch, tea, and other such
non-alcoholic. Beverages are technically soft drinks by this
definition but are not generally referred to as such. Soft drinks
are mixed with other ingredients in several contexts.
In Western countries, in bars and other places where alcohol
is served (e.g., airplanes, restaurants and nightclubs) many
mixed drinks are made by blending a soft drink with hard
liquor and serving the drink over ice. One well-known
example is the rum and coke, which may also contain lime
juice. The over-consumption of sugar-sweetened
sweetened soft drinks
is associated with obesity,[4][5][6]type 2 diabetes,[7]
diabetes
dental
caries, and low nutrient levels.[5]Experimental studies tend to
support a causal role for sugar-sweetened soft drinks in these
ailments,[4][5] though this is challenged by other
researchers.[8][9][10]"Sugar-sweetened" includes drinks that
use high-fructose corn syrup, as well as those using sucrose.
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Many soft drinks contain ingredients that are themselves
sources of concern: caffeine is linked to anxiety and sleep
disruption when consumed in excess, [11] and some critics
question the health effects of added sugars and artificial
sweeteners. [12] Sodium benzoate has been investigated by
researchers at University of Sheffield [13] as a possible cause
of DNA damage and hyperactivity. Other substances have
negative health effects, but are present in such small
quantities that they are unlikely to pose any substantial health
risk provided that the beverages are consumed only in
moderation. Most soft drinks contain high concentrations of
simple carbohydrates: glucose, fructose, sucrose and other
simple sugars. If oral bacteria ferment carbohydrates and
produce acids that may dissolve tooth enamel and induce
dental decay, then sweetened drinks may increase the risk of
dental caries. The risk would be greater if the frequency of
consumption is high. [14] A large number of soda pops are
acidic as are many fruits, sauces and other foods. Drinking
acidic drinks over a long period and continuous sipping may
erode the tooth enamel. A 2007 study determined that some
flavoured sparkling waters are as erosive or more so that
orange juice. [15]
Using a drinking straw is often advised by dentists as the
drink does not come into as much contact with the teeth.
It has also been suggested that brushing teeth right after
drinking soft drinks should be avoided as this can result in
additional erosion to the teeth due to the presence of acid. [16]
Tooth sensitivity is a common dental problem that involves
discomfort or pain in teeth when encountering certain
substances and temperatures. At least 40 million adults suffer
from sensitive teeth in the United States, according to the
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Academy of General Dentistry. The pain is often sharp and
sudden, but it is temporary. According to the Cleveland
Clinic, the pain may shoot into the tooth's nerve endings.
Fortunately, sensitive teeth can be treated and the condition
can improve. Tooth sensitivity is a common dental problem
that involves discomfort or pain in teeth when encountering
certain substances and temperatures. At least 40 million adults
suffer from sensitive teeth in the United States, according to
the Academy of General Dentistry. The pain is often sharp
and sudden, but it is temporary. According to the Cleveland
Clinic, the pain may shoot into the tooth's nerve endings.
Fortunately, sensitive teeth can be treated and the condition
can improve.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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Questionnaire based on the survey was conducted through a
link created using survey planet software.100 students were
involved in the survey.

RESULTS
8.

DISCUSSION
According to the above results most of the people are clear
that soft drinks are hazardous to life and they avoid drinking.
But only few are aware that they may cause sensitivity to the
tooth and it may also erode the enamel.

CONCLUSION

10.

From this survey it can be concluded that 90% of the
population are aware that drinking soft drinks causes health
hazards mainly like tooth sensitivity. This survey may help in
creating awareness about sensitivity due to soft drinks
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